Top event for young scientists
Presentation of more than 160 scientific posters

13th international conference
on battery technology, materials and applications for scientists and engineers from academia and industry
www.battery-power.eu
For the first time webcasted live: the annual International Conference Advanced Battery Power organized jointly by Haus der Technik, Essen, ISEA Institut, RWTH Aachen und MEET Batterieforschungszentrum Münster will in 2021 be hosted on a virtual conference platform and meet the networking needs of the community of battery experts in science and technology.

The Conference 2021 will again create an exceptional schedule with international key-notes in our usual good spirits presenting up-to-date information on the cutting-edge of technology, the latest research results and forward-looking concepts.

For the 13th international symposium “Kraftwerk Batterie – Advanced Battery Power”, scientists, developers and engineers along the entire value chain of batteries meet online in the virtual conference room.

The professional significance reaches far beyond the subject of automobile use and makes Advanced Battery Power a compulsory event for all engineers, researchers and developers who are involved with energy storage devices in general, new materials, network integration or battery recycling.

The latest first-hand information and cross-sector content on all aspects of battery development and battery use make up the claim and appeal of the Advanced Battery Power conference with the preceding Battery Day NRW and wide choice of preliminary seminars.

You will find
• Extensive interactive chances for professional networking with participants, poster authors, speakers, sponsors and exhibitors in the renowned international battery experts group
• Virtual exhibition with high ranked visibility for exhibitors and sponsors
• Event Moderators who will lead through the entire conference confidently and in good spirits accessible at all times for contributions and questions from the participating community

Exhibitors and Sponsors
• can design their digital show-rooms individually to suit their needs and advertising messages
• the digital dialogue with the expert battery community is made possible for a period of 4 weeks – each 2 weeks before and after the conference

Attractive Early Bird Rates
Available until February, 28.
Advanced Battery Power Online Conference on April 28-29, 2021 offers an excellent platform for companies, research institutes, universities and individuals to present their work and results in the field of battery technology to a broad specialist audience.

- **8 keynote-lectures live**
- **54 specialist lectures** in parallel-sessions
- more than **160 posters** in 8 postersessions
- **direct contact with all exhibitors** from industry and academic institutions will be available for all registered participants from **14 days before** the conference starts until **14 days after the conference**.

**Participants**
- can watch lectures and talks for several times - whenever they want
- won’t miss parallel sessions
- can provide input, comments and feedback individually even before the start of a session
- will be given access to visit posters 2 weeks before the conference
- all lectures (also the presentations of the parallel sessions) and posters will be available online until 2 weeks after the end of the conference
- will be given further time, to visit all lectures, view all posters and meet speakers and poster authors for discussions online

**Poster authors**
- can at the same time participate in the complete agenda and present their own work
- can answer questions and comments about the poster via chat until 2 weeks after the conference

Register now: battery-power.eu/en/binding-booking/
HAUS DER TECHNIK E.V.
Hollestraße 1 | 45127 Essen/Germany

Your contact:
Mr Hömberg
Phone: +49 (0) 201 1803-249
Fax: +49 (0) 201/18 03-269
Email: b.hoemberg@hdt.de

Participation fee: 1.195,00 Euro
Speaker/Poster Author: 485,00 Euro

Registration:
www.battery-power.eu
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